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1.0

CONTEXT
1.1

Project Background
This Signage Standards Manual has been prepared as a result of several studies
conducted by the Town of Hinton aiming to improve parks, trails, recreation
facilities, visitor services and attractions. The underlying goals of the studies were
to create an aesthetic unique to Hinton, provide visitors a sense of place upon
arrival, improve the quality of life for residents and enhance visitor experience.
The three plans directly related to this signage manual include the Community
Development and Enhancement Plan, the Highway 16 Corridor Enhancement
Plan and the Town of Hinton Trails Master Plan. Each document can be found on
the Town of Hinton website (www.hinton.ca).
Community Development and Enhancement Plan (2003)
In 2003, Council approved the Community Development and Enhancement Plan
(CDEP) for the Town of Hinton. This plan is a three-part study comprised of a Parks
Master Plan, Visitor Attraction Plan, and Urban Form Plan.
As stated in the CDEP, “The underlying objective of this three part study is to
provide a framework for community development and enhancement within the
Town of Hinton.” This is the document from which many Town initiatives have
been produced.
Recommendations in the CDEP identified the need for future studies to be
conducted by the Town to further establish a unique aesthetic, as well as a sense
of place and community in the Town of Hinton. Among these recommended
studies was a Highway 16 Enhancement Plan and a comprehensive Hinton
Signage Plan.
The Highway 16 Corridor Enhancement Plan (2008)
The corridor enhancement plan is the basis from which many of the signage
standards for Hinton were derived. In creating the enhancement strategies for
the Highway 16 Corridor Enhancement Plan, (HWY 16 CEP), many of the theming
elements for other Town of Hinton initiatives were defined as well.
In Section 3 of the HWY 16 CEP, an overall aesthetic theme for the Town of Hinton
is determined, which “was prepared to enhance the aesthetics and visual
identity of Hinton.”
Here, we can find the origin of the Hinton signage families, including direction on
materials, content, configuration, colours and use of imagery. It is with these
directives that the Signage Standards Manual was created.
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Town of Hinton Trails Master Plan (2011)
The trails master plan was conceived to consolidate the data associated with the
existing town trail network and to plan a growth strategy for the future
development of town trail network segments. This study also included the
standardization of trail construction details and the development of a signage
family specific to the town trail network. It is currently the primary resource for the
placement of primary trailhead signage throughout Hinton.
Using the aesthetic guidelines established in the corridor enhancement plan, a
signage family hierarchy concept was prepared and approved as part of the
final submission of the Town of Hinton Trails Master Plan. From there, the trails
signage family was developed into a construction drawing set which then
became the standards that can be found in this manual.
1.2

Project Introduction: How to Use this Manual
The Signage Standards Manual features three families of signage that have been
created for the Town of Hinton:
•
•
•

Wayfinding Signage
Trails Signage
Specialty Signage (e.g. Happy Creek Interpretive Project)

Each signage family features a hierarchy of signs that respond to the different
needs of navigation for either pedestrians or vehicles. Each sign in this manual
has been featured with a write up and detail “cut sheet” that can be used at a
glance to determine the type of sign for a given application. For in-depth
construction details, refer to the approved construction drawings. (Available from
the Town of Hinton).
1.3

Design Philosophy and Intent
Goals for Signage
Town of Hinton Goals
• To achieve an urban form that is unique and recognizable, that will
enhance the community, become a source of pride, and prompt visitors
to stay awhile
• To highlight and promote key attractions throughout Hinton
• To promote safe, enjoyable experiences
• To celebrate historic, natural and cultural elements
• To provide safe navigation
Design Goals
• To achieve a consistent, recognizable overall visual standard that will
enhance the character of the Town of Hinton in the eyes of Hinton
residents as well as create a unique, attractive experience for the out-oftown visitor.
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Sign Aesthetics
The materials and colours chosen in the signage families are intended to
celebrate the ‘spirit’ of Hinton that was determined and approved in the CDEP
and the HWY 16 CEP. With reference to the four ‘icons’ and the use of materials
that reference the long history of industry in Hinton, these signs will provide visual
reference to many of the unique characteristics of the Town of Hinton.
A consistent palette of peeled and split round logs, metals, exposed hardware,
rough sawn timbers, stone, and other natural, rustic materials unify the signage
throughout the Town of Hinton. This creates an identity specific to the Town and
allows easy recognition and identification to users.
2.0

SIGNAGE FAMILIES
2.1

Wayfinding Signage
Intended Function
The Wayfinding Family of signs is a direct response to a need identified in the
CDEP for navigational signage from the Highway 16 corridor to the many
amenities away from the highway stretch. These signs are intended to direct
drivers from the highway towards key amenities and areas of interest throughout
the Town. The theming of the Wayfinding Signage is directly related to the
development conducted as part of the Highway 16 Corridor Enhancement Plan.
Of the four visual icons identified in that study, the Indian Paintbrush was chosen
to be represented on this family of signs.
Vehicular Scale
These signs are intended to be used by those in a vehicle. They have been
designed using typical viewing heights and font sizes for vehicular navigation,
based on common community signage standards and the viewing requirements
for specific signage locations.
Construction Drawings
Refer to “Wayfinding Signage” drawing package for construction drawings.
(Available from the Town of Hinton).
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Sign Types
A. Highway Corridor Sign
i. Function
The Highway Corridor Sign is used to identify key corridors that
connect to Highway 16 and lead to various amenities throughout
Town. There are currently two identified corridors in the Town of
Hinton: the “Happy Creek Corridor”, which leads users along Mountain
Street; and, the “Learning and Leisure Corridor”, which leads users
along Switzer Drive.
For a road to be considered a corridor it must host a minimum of four
major destinations or amenities such as parks, colleges, theaters,
libraries, etc.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Highway Corridor Signs must be located in a municipally owned
boulevard directly adjacent to Highway 16, as close to the corridor
intersection as site lines and land availability will allow.
Highway Corridor Signs are double-sided and oriented with the
mountain cutout detail pointing out towards the highway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- mountain cutout, decorative bracket, sign
channel, sign insert
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
• Use of ‘Indian Paintbrush’ Town theme icon
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B. Corridor Sign
i. Function
The Corridor Sign is used to direct users to key amenities along the
corridors that connect to Highway 16. Amenities are identified on the
hanging signs with an arrow pointing the user towards the amenity
they seek.
A Corridor Sign will be used when four or more amenities are to be
highlighted along the corridor. The Town will identify when a corridor
sign will be used, versus a Directional Sign (multiple).
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Corridor Signs must be located in a municipally owned boulevard in a
location that does not interfere with sidewalks or overhang the
roadway. Every corridor will receive two corridor signs-one for the
beginning and one for the end of the corridor.
Corridor Signs are single sided, and installed on the right hand side of
the most common direction of travel. They are oriented with the
mountain cutout pointing out towards the roadway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details – mountain cutout, decorative bracket, sign
channel, sign insert, directional sign insert
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
• Use of ‘Indian Paintbrush’ Town theme icon
• Tension chain
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C. District Sign
i. Function
The District Sign is used to identify the location of neighborhoods and
districts in Hinton.
The District Sign will be used on an as needed basis, as determined by
the Town.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
District signs must be located in a municipally owned boulevard or
median in a location that does not interfere with sidewalks or
overhang the roadway. A District Sign is to be installed as close to the
vehicular entrance of a neighborhood as possible, perpendicular to
the roadway. The location shall maintain site lines for vehicles and
pedestrians entering and exiting the facility.
District Signs are double-sided and installed on the side of the
entrance that is most visible to the most common direction of travel.
They will be installed with the mountain cut out pointing out towards
the roadway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- mountain cutout, decorative bracket, sign
channel, neighborhood sign insert
•
Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
• Use of ‘Indian Paintbrush’ Town theme icon
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D. Park Sign
i. Function
The Park Sign is used to identify the location of important destinations
throughout Town, including parks, natural areas and other amenities.
The Park Sign will be used on an as needed basis, as determined by
the Town.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Park Signs must be located in a municipally owned boulevard in a
location that does not interfere with sidewalks or overhang the
roadway. A Park Sign is to be installed as close to the vehicular
entrance of an amenity as possible, perpendicular to the roadway.
The location shall maintain site lines for vehicles and pedestrians
entering and exiting the facility.
Park Signs are double-sided and installed on the side of the entrance
that is most visible to the most common direction of travel. They will
be installed with the mountain cut out pointing out towards the
roadway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- mountain cutout, decorative bracket, sign
channel, park sign insert
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
• Use of ‘Indian Paintbrush’ Town theme icon
• Tension chain
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E. Streetblade Sign
i. Function
The Streetblade Sign is to be visible off Highway 16 and is used to
identify the intersecting roads at the beginning of important corridors.
There are currently two streetblade signs, one denoting the Learning
and Leisure Corridor at Gregg Avenue and Switzer Drive and one
denoting the Happy Creek Corridor at Gregg Avenue and Mountain
Street.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Streetblade Signs must be located in a municipally owned boulevard
in a location that does not interfere with sidewalks or overhang the
roadway. Important consideration is to be made to avoid damage
by large trucks. A Streetblade Sign is to be installed as close to the
labeled intersection as possible.
Streetblade Signs are double-sided and have been designed
according to standard viewing heights and lettering sizes for municipal
streetblade signs. The font is intended to be a typical municipal
transportation font, in sans serif.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- mountain cutout, decorative bracket, sign
channel, streetblade sign insert
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
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F.

Directional Sign (multiple)
i. Function
The Directional Sign (multiple) is used to direct users to key amenities
along the corridors that connect to Highway 16. Amenities are
identified on the fixed signs with an arrow pointing the user towards
the amenity they seek.
A Directional Sign (multiple) will be used when four or fewer amenities
are to be identified along the corridor. The Town will identify when a
Directional Sign (multiple) sign will be used versus a Corridor Sign. If
two or less amenities are to be identified, a Directional Sign (single) will
be considered.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
A Directional Sign (multiple) must be located in a municipally owned
boulevard in a location that does not interfere with sidewalks or
overhang the roadway.
A Directional Sign (multiple) is single sided and always installed on the
right hand side of the most common direction of travel. They will be
installed perpendicular to the adjacent roadway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- sign inserts
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
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G. Directional Sign (single)
i. Function
The Directional Sign (single) is used to direct users to key amenities
along the corridors that connect to Highway 16. Amenities are
identified on the fixed signs with an arrow pointing the user towards
the amenity they seek.
A Directional Sign (single) will be used when two or fewer amenities
are to be identified along the corridor. The Town will identify when a
Directional Sign (single) sign will be used versus a Directional Sign
(multiple).
ii.

Location/ Orientation
A Directional Sign (single) must be located in a municipally owned
boulevard in a location that does not interfere with sidewalks or
overhang the roadway.
A Directional Sign (single) is single sided and always installed on the
right hand side of the most common direction of travel. They will be
installed perpendicular to the adjacent roadway.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Steel sign base- sleeve style
• Exposed hardware
• Aluminum details- sign inserts
• Transportation grade lettering (highly reflective, prismatic)
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2.2

Trails Signage
Intended Function
In response to recommendations in the CDEP, the Town conducted and
approved a Trails Master Plan in March of 2011. In this document, a family of trails
signage was conceived to respond to a need for consolidated, easily
recognizable trails signage to be applied to the town trail network. These signs
are intended to direct trail users along popular trails throughout the Town and to
lead users towards the many connecting regional trails as well. The theming of
the Trail Signage is directly related to the theming of the Wayfinding Signage and
is intended to continue the use of many of the rustic materials featured in those
signs. As the Trail Signage may occur in isolated locations, the aesthetic is
intended to be simpler and easier maintained than the Wayfinding Signage.
Pedestrian Scale
These signs are intended to be used for navigation and orientation by users of the
local trail network; thus, they have been designed using typical viewing heights
and font sizes for pedestrian use.
Construction Drawings
Refer to “Trail Signage” drawing package for construction drawings. (Available
from the Town of Hinton).
Sign Types
A. Primary Trailhead Sign
i. Function
The Primary Trailhead Sign is used to identify the staging area for
important town trails within Town limits.
The sign may include
information about the type of trail, accessibility, safety risks in the area,
loop distances, trail difficulty, weather and any other information that
would be pertinent to users of the trail.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Primary Trailhead Signs will be single or double-sided and installed at
the beginning of an important trail loop, at a location that can be
easily accessed from within Town limits. Primary Trailhead Signs are
usually installed where there would be ample parking.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Rough sawn timbers
• Steel sign base- C-channel style
• Exposed hardware
• Optional bench
• Corrugated steel roof (Dark Red)
• Acrylic sign protector
• Full colour sign graphic(s)
Prepared by Urban Systems Ltd.
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B.

Secondary Trailhead Sign
i. Function
Secondary Trailhead Signs are used to identify important information
at intersections occurring within the trail network. The sign may
include information about additional trail loops that may connect to
other major trail segments. Such information may include distance
calculations, location maps, accessibility, safety risks in the area, loop
distances, trail difficulty, weather and any other information that
would be pertinent to users of the trail.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Secondary Trailhead Signs are either single or double-sided and
installed at secondary priority intersections that occur within the trail
system. These signs would be useful where two major trail loops
intersect.

iii. Materials
• Peeled round log
• Rough sawn timbers
• Steel sign base- C-channel style
• Exposed hardware
• Acrylic sign protector
• Full colour sign graphic(s)
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C.

Directional Trail Marker
i. Function
The Directional Sign is used to provide incidental information to users
of a specific trail. It is used as a visual cue for users to know they are
still on the correct loop. The visual cues may take the form of arrows,
colours, kilometres complete versus kilometres remaining, or an
identifier on a simple loop map denoting the user’s location. These
signs have been designed to meet the guidelines posed by the
International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA).
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Directional Signs will be multi-sided and should be installed at minor
intersections that occur within the trail system, or where it is not clear
how to continue along the trail.

iii. Materials
• Pressure treated post
• Removable signage
• Optional reflective paint
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2.3

Specialty Signage (Happy Creek Interpretive Project)
Intended Function
Depending on the circumstance, it may be necessary to deviate from the trail
signage and the wayfinding signage to respond to the theming requirements of a
special development area. Happy Creek is an example of such a circumstance.
At the Happy Creek Day Use Area it was necessary to develop a signage family
that reflected the rich mining history that was to be celebrated through
interpretive media on site. Thus, a specialty signage family was developed using
the standards set by the Trail Signage Family as a guideline. The result is a family
of signs that is similar enough to the Town signage to be recognizable, but
different enough to provide a unique aesthetic that meets the project
requirements.
Pedestrian Scale
These signs are intended to be used for navigation and orientation by users of the
local trail network and visitors to the Happy Creek Day Use area. They have been
designed using typical viewing heights and font sizes for pedestrian use. Signs
located in the children’s area have been scaled accordingly.
Construction Drawings
Refer to “Happy Creek Signage” drawing package for construction drawings.
(Available from the Town of Hinton).
Sign Types
A. Multi-Panel Primary Trailhead Sign
i. Function
The Multi-Panel Primary Trailhead Sign is the largest interpretive sign in
this Specialty Signage family. It is used to display interesting historical
and cultural interpretive information about the Happy Creek Day Use
Area and may include important information about the type of trail,
accessibility, safety risks in the area, loop distances, trail difficulty,
weather and any other information that would be pertinent to users of
the trail.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
The Multi-Panel Primary Trailhead Sign is single sided and installed at
the beginning of the main visitor access to the day use trail loop.
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iii. Materials
While the dimensions and overall look of the sign is similar to the Trail
Signage Primary Trailhead Sign, this version is larger and has been
adjusted to reference details that celebrate a mining theme. Slight
adjustments have been made to accomplish this.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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“Happy Creek Day Use’ hanging theme sign
Steel sign base- C-channel style
Exposed hardware
Corrugated steel roof (Slate)
Acrylic sign protector
Full colour sign graphic(s)
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B.

Primary Trailhead Sign
i.
Function
The Primary Trailhead Sign is used to identify the staging area for
important town trails within Town limits.
The sign may include
information about the type of trail, accessibility, safety risks in the area,
loop distances, trail difficulty, weather and any other information that
would be pertinent to users of the trail.
In addition, this sign is also intended to host interpretive information
pertaining to the mining history of the site.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Primary Trailhead Signs are single or double-sided and installed at the
beginning of an important trail loop, at a location that can be easily
accessed from within Town limits. Primary Trailhead Signs are usually
installed where there would be ample parking. At Happy Creek, this
sign is located adjacent to a novice bike park to provide safety,
interpretive and location information.

iii.

Materials
While the dimensions and overall look of the sign is similar to the Trail
Signage Primary Trailhead Sign, this version has been adjusted to
reference details that celebrate a mining theme. Slight adjustments
have been made to accomplish this.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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C.

Children’s Interpretive Sign
i.
Function
The Children’s Interpretive Sign is used to present interpretive
information relevant to the children’s mining features found at the
Happy Creek Day Use Area and to offer safety information for the
novice bike park. These signs have been designed to be a smaller
scale than the rest of the family to match the scale of the interactive
features in the area.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Children’s Interpretive Signs are single or double-sided and installed at
the location of an interesting children’s interpretive feature and at the
novice bike park. Currently there are three locations marked to
receive a Children’s Interpretive Sign- the mine cart area, the horses
area and the novice bike park. The signs will be installed close
enough to the relevant feature to provide ease of use, but far enough
to avoid children running into them.

iii.

Materials
• Rough sawn timbers
• Steel sign base- C-channel style
• Exposed hardware
• Acrylic sign protector
• Full colour sign graphic(s)
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D.

Directional Trail Sign
i.
Function
The Directional Trail Sign is used to point users to interesting locations
from the Happy Creek Day Use trail. It is intended to be of a rustic
nature.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Directional Trail Signs are single or double-sided and installed at the
important intersections where a user may need further directional to
get to their desired location within the Happy Creek Day Use area.

iii.

Materials
• Pressure treated post
• Routed pressure treated sign panels
• Exposed hardware
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E.

Interpretive Trail Sign
i.
Function
The Interpretive Trail Sign is used to highlight relevant historical,
environmental or conservation information as users navigate along the
Happy Creek Day Use path.
ii.

Location/ Orientation
Interpretive Trail Signs are single sided and installed regularly along the
day use path in locations of historical relevance, where possible. It is
not necessary for a sign to be located directly adjacent to the
historical artifact it refers to.

iii.

Materials
• Welded steel post and panel
• Acrylic sign protector
• Full colour sign graphic(s)
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3.0

MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT
3.1

Preventing Damage, Graffiti and Vandalism
It is important to address any form of disrepair, whether it is intentional (such as
graffiti or vandalism) or incidental as soon as it occurs. Visible damages allowed
to remain beyond a few days imply that other damages are welcome.
Suggested strategies to keep disrepair, graffiti and vandalism to a minimum:
Prompt Response:

Fix damages, graffiti and vandalism immediately (within 48
hours)

Hotline:

Advertise a number where residents can report damaged or
vandalised signs

Public Education:

A free information session or a program through local schools
would help explain the detrimental effects that vandalism
and graffiti have on a community, and what to do if they
witness it occurring.

Drop in Activities:

Hold after school and weekend drop in activities at the
Recreation Centre, Hinton Bike Park to promote fellowship
and community involvement.

Community Service: Create a program for those caught doing vandalism or
graffiti. For example, those convicted are then responsible
for completing repairs around Town in an advertised fashion,
such as a shirt advertising the anti-graffiti/ vandalism public
education campaign.
3.2

Maintenance Practices
Logs and other treated wood (except pressure treated plywood):
Recoat every two years with approved stain. If the wood gets damaged, make
sure it is touched up with approved stain to prevent moisture getting in and
taking hold.
Aluminum Components
(Including channels, sign inserts, mountain cut outs and decorative brackets):
As needed, wash with a regular detergent and rinse thoroughly. A power washer
is acceptable, but care should be taken to keep the pressure to a minimum and
wash from a few feet away to avoid peeling the labels or distressing the paint
finish.
Steel Sign Bases (including “Sleeve” and “C-Channel” style)
These will last for years undamaged. If damage occurs to the paint, touch ups
should be made as soon as possible to prevent possible corrosion.
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Tension Chains:
For signs secured with tension chain, it may be necessary to tighten the eye bolt
slightly each season to maintain constant tension. Seasonal monitoring of the
chain is recommended.
Graffiti:
•

Sign bases, signage inserts and other metal components:
Use standard graffiti wipes (available from paint suppliers) as per
manufacturer’s instructions.

•

Wood elements:
Sand graffiti with a coarse paper until markings are gone. Finish
sanding with a fine paper. Recoat the affected area with two
coats of approved stain, ensuring all raw wood is covered.

Vandalism:
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•

Sign bases, signage inserts and other metal components:
Touch up scratched or carved metal elements with approved
paint. It may be possible to manually re-work bent components.
Touch up any exposed areas with approved paint.
Some
damages may be irreversible and replacement will be necessary.
This will be determined on a case by case basis.

•

Wood elements:
For minor vandalism to wood components, such as carving or
notching, use the same technique as for “Graffiti” to remedy. For
major vandalism, such as burning or chain saw scars, components
will likely have to be replaced.
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3.3

Maintenance Specifications
Paint Colours
The following paints have been used in the construction of Hinton signage to
date. All proposed alternatives shall be submitted for review and approval by the
Town or Town representative.
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•

Logs and other treated wood (except pressure treated
plywood):
Sikkens Cetol 1-Natural #078

•

Aluminum components (red), including signage insert and sign
channel face and back:
Endura Drum Beat Red CLR29867

•

Aluminum components (green), including decorative bracket
and sign channel border:
Endura Green CLR4154

•

Aluminum components (silver) including mountain cut out:
Brushed Aluminium
-Followed byEndura Clear 100

•

Sign Bases (black), including sleeve and c-channel style:
Endura Ultra Grip High Zinc primer (used as a cold galvanizer)
-Followed byEndura EX2C Top Coat (Black)
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